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On 6th April 1896, the New York Times recorded “the 
first heat of the 800 meter race was won by Flack, an 
Austrian”.1 Perhaps this was a printing error, but more 
probably a mistake regarding the athlete’s identity. Many 
readers throughout the world at that time may have 
queried, ‘What race, where and why?’ 

Of course, it is now well-known that the inaugural 
modern Olympic Games were being held in Athens; less 
well-known internationally but certainly throughout 
Australia in recent decades, Edwin Flack has been widely 
acknowl edged as that country’s initial Olympic winner. 

Several articles by this author 2, and other Olympic 
scholars and writers 3 have been written about Flack 
and his role and place in Australian Olympic history. The 
main purpose of this article is to advise and make readily 
available the hand-written letters which Flack wrote to 
his father about his travels from London and his sojourn 
in Greece. The letters are dated April 4 and 18, and each 
are twelve pages in length.4

Prior to elaborating on the content of the letters and 
Flack’s first-hand account of his sojourn at the Olympics, 
I wish to acknowledge how I had access to them. 
Julius Lockington Patching (always known as ‘Judy’), 
Secretary-General of the Australian Olympic Federation 
(AOF), now known as the Australian Olympic Committee 
(AOC), was aware of my interest in the Olympic Movement 
and located in his many files two photocopies when I 
visited him in late 1981. ‘Judy’ had received them from 
Ron Aitken, with written permission to utilise them 
from Flack’s only surviving relative, Paul Flack.5 I spent 
many hours that Australian summer deciphering 
and transcribing them 6; they were first utilised as a 
resource by this author in conference presentations and 
publications in 1982.7

The letters in their entirety have not been widely 
available, at least until the internet has made them 
more accessible. However, it is of interest that some of 
their content was published not long after they were 
received by Flack’s father. He passed them on to Richard 
Coombes, editor of the national weekly, The Referee. 
Until the publication of extracts of Flack’s exploits, there 
had been little knowledge or interest in the inaugural 
Olympic Games so far away in Athens. 

Indeed, the daily Sydney Morning Herald was non-
supportive:

The Olympic games at Athens began on 6th April. A few 
Englishmen, an Australian, and some Yankee amateurs 
opposed the Greek amateur productions, also some 
Frenchmen were on the scene. … As an athletic festival 
the whole affair is a farce, except that, like the tower 
of Babel, it has brought a lot of different nationalities 
together. The French, who got up the whole jumble, do 
not appear to have done very much … .8

Richard Coombes, as both the editor and principal 
athletics writer for The Referee, and President of the 
Australasian Amateur Athletic Federation, knew Flack well 
because he was the one-mile champion of Australasia 
in 1892 and 1893, and the two-mile champion of New 
South Wales and Victoria in 1894 and 1895, respectively.9 
There were cabled reports of Flack’s participation in the 
800 and 1500 metres, doubles and singles tennis, and the 
Marathon in several Australian newspapers.10

However, the significance of both Flack’s success and 
the Athens Olympics became paramount following the 
publication of the letters the 22 year-old Flack had sent 
to his father, who subsequently forwarded them to 
Richard Coombes. Flack’s father also advised his son to 
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send letters of his Athen’s experiences directly to Richard 
Coombes. This extract was part of a nearly two-page 
length report in The Referee of 17th June 1896:

I am in a position to give readers some particulars of 
the adventures of E H Flack, the well-known member 
of Melburnian Hares and Hounds, during his visit to 
Athens, which, I feel sure, will be read with interest. 
… Mr Flack speaks of the journey from Patras to Athens 
as a not unpleasant one, the line running along the 
shores of the Gulf of Corinth. … The young Melburnian 
then proceeds to describe the Stadium, full particulars 
of which have already appeared in these columns. 
… The seating capacity he fixes as between 60,000 
and 70,000. … The track is of cinders, and “not at all 
bad” says EHF, “although far from perfect”. Thus the 
slow times are accounted for. … Mr Flack speaks of the 
generous applause of the Greeks when he won. They 
behaved in the most commendable and sportsmanlike 
manner. 
… My other correspondent also tells me that Teddy 
Flack was made an inordinate fuss, and was quite the 
lion of Athens. 11

It is most likely the ‘other correspondent’ whom Coombes 
mentions in the final sentence of the above quotation is 
from a letter which Flack’s father had forwarded. Edwin 
Flack had written to his father in the 4th April letter:

They tell me that I have become the lion of Athens. 
I could not go down the street without having a small 
crowd of people on all sides, I could hear people talk 
and hear my name mentioned. Of course you will not 
repeat what I have said as I should not like it known 
that I have written as I have although it is quite true. 

Edwin Flack was extremely modest but it is worth noting 
that over the next few years, especially after his return 
from London to Australia, he was interviewed frequently 
and featured in many publications throughout Australia.12 
However, details, facts and stories about Edwin Flack are 
not the purpose of this article. Rather it is to highlight the 
significance of the letters to enhance the many secondary 
sources some Olympic historians have used to inform and 
analyse the 1896 Athens Olympic Games.

Recently, ISOH published an article pertaining to the 
diary of John Boland13, a contemporary of Flack, who 
was at the time living in Athens and was encouraged 
by the General Secretary of the Games, Timoleon 
Philimon, to enter the tennis competition. 14  From 
this author’s research, this source, along with Flack’s 
letters and meticulous diary 15, have not been utilised 
fully to confirm, complement and enhance the field of 
knowledge pertaining to the 1896 Olympics.

Olympic scholars Anthony Bijkerk and David Young, in 
their excellent article published in the Journal of Olympic 
History 16 in 1999 included an extensive extract from 

Flack’s letter to his father describing his running efforts 
and the political and diplomatic ramifications of a Greek 
citizen wining that final and most significant event.17 
Flack wrote:

Of course, I should have liked to have won very much 
but everyone said it was better to turn out as it did 
because the Greeks had so set their minds on winning 
this event that if a Greek had not pulled it off there was 
no saying what might not have happened. 

The main purpose of Bijkerk and Young’s article was to 
collect, collate, translate and ‘eyewitness’ accounts 
of those inaugural Olympic Games. Young personally 
laments that he, and other outstanding writers of those 
1896 Games, including John MacAloon, Ture Widlund, 
and Bill Mallon, ‘missed’ vital sources.18 Bijkerk and 
Young also acknowledge the assistance of Karl Lennartz 
when they decided to include a ‘narration’ undertaken 
with Marathon winner, Spiridon Louis, prior to the 1936 
Berlin Olympics. 

The following extracts - the first from Flack’s letter (18th 

April 1896), the second from the Louis ‘narration’, which 
was reported by German journalist, C. M. Rudolph in 
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Sport Telegramm highlights the value and importance of 
contemporary and personal perspectives. Flack wrote:

About the 30 kilo post I caught the Frenchman and 
passed him. He very soon gave up, I saw that he was 
about runout when I passed him. I then began to feel 
rather done myself and I had the feeling that I should 
not be able to finish. I felt fairly well except for my legs 
which I feared would fail to carry me through.
However, I kept going because a friend who was riding 
near me on a bicycle said that I must win if I could only 
keep going as there was no one in sight. I managed to 
struggle on to the 34 kilo post when I felt that I should 
not be able to go another kilo as I had no feeling in my 
legs whatever at this time.
Just as I was on the point of giving in a Greek came past 
me looking very fresh and running well. I staggered 
for another 100 yards rolling about from one side of 
the road to another then stopped as I should have 
fallen if I had gone any further. I got into the carriage 
and was driven to the stadium which was packed to 
overflowing with people.19

Spiridon Louis narrated:
… After I passed him [the Frenchman, Lermusiaux], I 
saw a lot of people ahead on the road. … and I under-
stood: there was the leading runner, the Australian. 
I heard screams and shouts from all sides: ‘Go on Louis, 
get him! Louis you’ve got to beat him!’ and ‘Hellas, 
Hellas!’
And then for the first time I was full of ambition. A 
foreigner should not come first in this race. I made my 
strides as long as possible. I kept coming closer to the 
Australian but he was a damned tough guy. When 
I was alongside him a[n] officer shot into the air with 
his gun and shouted: ‘Long live Hellas!’ and everybody 
joined in. I don’t know whether it was a hundred, two 
hundred of five hundred metres that the Australian and 
I were fighting each other side by side. … And I didn’t; 
let him gain one metre’s ground on me. When he 
wanted to take the lead and shake me I stayed with him 
and in the end he carried on breathlessly falling further 
and further behind.20

In conversations with the former AOC Official Olympic 
Historian, the late Harry Gordon, we acknowledged how 
invaluable both the personal diaries and letters Flack 
wrote while in Greece were to a clearer comprehension 
of what occurred at those 1896 Olympics and to an 
understanding of the character of ‘Teddy’ Flack. Recently, 
I read in a book by Geoff Tibballs this sentence about Flack 
when running in the Marathon:

Meanwhile, Flack was so sure of victory that he sent a 
cyclist off to the stadium to announce his impending 
triumph.21

There was no acknowledgement of the source for this 
statement, and Flack’s request is much out of character, 
and it is neither alluded to in his diary nor letter.22

Although I could expound on what is contained within 
the Flack letters, I will restrain myself and leave it to 
ISOH members and other readers to peruse and glean 
what is of interest for themselves. The 4th April letter 
provides a great picture of Athens as that city was in final 
preparations to host the first multi-sport, multi-nation 
event of any significance through the eyes of well-
educated, meticulous young accountant and modest but 
dedicated athlete. The 18th April letter describes Flack’s 
perspective of the Marathon, a most special event which 
has perhaps become the most significant athletic event 
of the modern Olympic Games. His realisation of what 
it meant to the citizens of Athens and the Greek nation 
is both emotional and insightful. On a more practical 
level, both letters contain sentiments and feelings about 
the values associated with the pursuit of excellence 
in athletic competition. Indeed, Flack’s letters are a 
reminder of what the Athens Games of 1896 started in 
the promulgation of the OIympic Movement.                
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As intimated at the commencement this article, the 
main purpose was to advise researchers and readers that 
Edwin Flack’s transcribed hand-written letters to his 
father in Melbourne, Australia, have now been revised 
slightly, and are more accessible. The links, which have 
been converted to a PDF to match the standard format 
used at the University of Queensland Library’s eSpace23 
are:

For Edwin Flack’s letters transcribed by Ian Jobling in 
January, 1982:

https://espace.library.uq.edu.au/view/UQ:114262/
australia_1896_olympics.pdf

For Edwin Flack’s letters transcribed by Ian Jobling in 
November 2017:

https://espace.library.uq.edu.au/view/UQ:114262/
Flack_Letters_Final_2018.pdf
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Hotel Minerva
Athens
April 4th 1896

My dear Father
I intended to have written you a letter from Brindisi 

which would have caught the mail by the “Australia”. 
We were very late in getting to Brindisi so that I did not 
have time. We left there shortly after midnight following 
closely behind the P. & O. steamer. It was very rough 
during the night and I was ill once. We arrived at Corfu 
early in the morning and went ashore for several hours. 
The town is very dirty (in parts) uninteresting place. 
I must tell you I came across from Brindisi with the Greek 
fellow whom I have referred to before. We went ashore 
together and called upon some Greek friends of his and 
had coffee with them. As they could not speak English 
I could not understand a word they were saying. We 
left Corfu about 4 o’clock in the afternoon and arrived 
at Patras about the same time the following morning. 
We had it even rougher than the previous night and 
I was ill again. It was an Italian steamer & the food and 
accommodation were decidedly off.

We went ashore about six-thirty and made our way 
straight to an Hotel where I had a much needed bath. 
The first decent wash since leaving London. After having 
some breakfast we called upon the British Consul who is 
a very nice fellow. I had a letter to him from his brother 
in London. He cashed a cheque for me and gave me a 
letter to an Englishman in Athens. The consul is coming 
here on Sunday. We left Patras at 11 o’clock and after an 
hour’s run my Greek friend got out at [illegible] where 
his people live. I am going to stay with them on my 
return if I have time. The journey from Patras to Athens is 
not at all bad as the line runs along the shore of the Gulf 
of Corinth. The country is very mountainous and most of 
the summits are covered with snow so that the effect is 
very good.

      
   5/4/96

I arrived in Athens about 7 o’clock and immediately 
drove off to the Hotel de Byzance where I had been 
recommended to stay at all events for the night.

In the morning I called upon a man named Bill. I had 
a letter of introduction to him from the Consul. He was 
very good and took me round and introduced me to a 
number of people and also took me home to lunch with 
him. I have been out to his house several times and 
altogether I have been having a very good time. Thanks 
to this gentleman I am living as cheaply as possible as it 
is possible to do in Athens at the present time. 

Three of us are sharing a room in a new house which is 
clean but rather rough. One of them en is an Oxford man 
whom I knew before I came here. The other is a man 
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I have met since being here. Both of them are taking 
part in the Games. Both are very nice men. We get all 
our meals at this Hotel and are doing as well as possible 
under the circumstances. 

I have not yet had time to see any of the celebrated 
sights of Athens but of course I shall do them all before 
I leave. I think it is very doubtful whether I shall be able 
to do any good in the running time although with the 
exception of the Americans the competitors are not, as 
far as I have been able to make out, very brilliant. The 
weather has not been very good since I have been here 
as one day it is quite hot and fine and the next cold and 
wet. I have been unfortunate in catching a cold which 
will considerably affect my running.

The Town of Athens does not cover a very large area 
and one soon learns ones way about. Some of the 
buildings are very fine especially the university Academy 
& [space left by Flack). All the best buildings have been 
constructed at the expense of wealthy Greeks. In the 
dry weather it is a beastly dusty place and in the wet it 
is horribly muddy. Everything is so white that the glare 
from the sun is very trying. 

The Stadium where most of the Games will take place 
is a very large structure and when it is completed it will 
be a magnificent piece of work. At the present time only 
about twenty rows at the top and other rows on the two 
sides consist of marble. The bottom end is quite open. 
The rest of the building consists of wood painted white 
to imitate marble so that it does not look very beautiful. 
It only serves to give one an idea of what a magnificent 
piece of work it will be when it is complete if it ever is. It 
is capable of seating about 60 or 70 thousand people so 
that if it is filled it will look very well. The Stadium as no 
doubt you are aware, is built on the sides of hills so that 
its formation is quite natural. The width across is very 
narrow and the consequence is that the two turns in the 
track are very sharp indeed and difficult to negotiate. The 
track itself is a wider one and considering the difficulties 
which the L.A.A. man has had to contend with in laying 
it down, it is not at all bad although far from perfect. The 
dressing rooms are very good. The lavatories have been 
built of white marble. They are approached by means of 
a secret passage through the hills which existed in the 
old days. The whole affair has been built at the expense 
of a very wealthy Greek by name Averoff who says that he 
will complete it. Yesterday his statue was unveiled.

Athens as you may be sure is very full and the whole 
place looks very bright and gay with decorations of every 
kind. The Games are causing great excitement amongst 
the Greeks and great numbers are arriving every day 
from all parts. There are not a great number of foreigners 
nothing like the number which was expected. Easter 
with the Greek Church is the great event of the year and 
the people on Saturday night completed a week’s fast. 
I was outside the Cathedral on Saturday night and had a 

good position on a stage which had been erected there 
and which was supposed to have been for the Royal 
Family, Priests and other important people but which 
appeared to me to be occupied almost entirely by English 
people. As the clock struck twelve the Priests moved from 
the Cathedral in slow procession and chanting and took 
up a position on the stage. They were followed by the 
royal family and others. As the Metropolitan, [illegible] 
the Head Priest said the words “He has risen” [illegible] 
Individuals in the immense crowd and people who 
surrounded us immediately lit tapers, music struck 
up, rockets went off and there was general rejoicing. 
Altogether the effect was very impressive and pretty. 
I must tell you that on the previous evening every Greek 
Church had its personal procession, each person carrying 
a lighted taper, the Priests carrying a shroud which is 
supposed to represent the body of Jesus Christ. At twelve 
o’clock on Saturday night the fast came to an end and 
immediately everyone went home and proceeded to 
roast a whole lamb. Many of them lit a large fire in the 
street and roasted it there. 

I saw a funeral in the street the other day which was 
conducted in a very [Illegiblel] manner after the custom 
of the Greeks. The coffin was carried through the streets 
with the lid off so that the body was exposed to view.

      
   7/4/96

Yesterday was the opening day of the Games and 
fortunately the weather was fine although it looked 
threatening. The opening ceremony was timed to 
take place at 3 o’clock but it was some time after 3.30 
before the members of the Royal Family put in an 
appearance. The people are a very tame lot and exhibit 
no enthusiasm whatever. One would have thought that, 
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on a great occasion like the present, the crowd would 
have given the Royal family a great reception. A few of 
us managed to raise a British cheer which was evidently 
appreciated. After the King and Queen had taken their 
seats a hymn which had been written especially for the 
occasion was sung and encored. It was really very good. 
The Crown Prince who is President of the Games then 
read an address to the King who made a few remarks 
and the opening ceremony was over. It would be 
difficult to estimate how many people there were in the 
Stadium. It was not by any means full. There were almost 
as many people outside as there were inside. I was very 
disappointed because I was hoping that I should have 
seen it quite full. As it was it was a very fine sight to see 
tier upon tier of people although every now and then 
the effect was spoilt by a blank space. It seems rather a 
pity to charge admission to the Stadium and is hardly in 
keeping with ancient customs. I think it would be much 
better if they would throw a portion of space open to the 
public and have the place full instead of it being only 
partially full. The crowd appeared to take great interest 
in the Games and are very liberal with their applause. 
I will not go into particulars of the racing as I hope to find 
time to write an account for The Referee and Australasian 
as suggested by you. Suffice it is to say that the American 
teams carried all before them and won everything 
except the 800 metres in which their representative 
did not compete. I won the first heat completely from 
an Hungarian in 2m 10s. The second heat was won by a 
Frenchman 2m 16 3/4 so that I ought to be able to manage 
to finish      

    9/4/96

I just have a few minutes to finish this letter. On Tuesday 
I pulled off the 1500 metres after an excellent race in 
which the American representative went for all he was 
worth. The win was the most popular one to date, so 
I am told. You see it was the way the Americans had 
won everything they had gone in for some events very 
easily. I was the first to succeed in lowering their colours. 
The English visitors here are making a great fuss of me 
& I never seemed to have a minute to myself. In about 
six hours time I run off the final of the 800 & then drive 
straight away to Marathon a few hours journey. The 
distance is 25 miles. The road is a very bad one and I shall 
stay the night there and start in the race tomorrow at 2 
o’clock. I am afraid it will prove too far for me. However 
I intend to have a shot at it as it is the event which is 

The tribune of 

 honour was at the 

rounded end of 

the stadium, called 

the Sphendone. 

From here the Greek 

King George I opened 

the Olympic Games.
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Flack’s rivals: the 

Hungarian Nándor 

Dáni (far right)  

was second in the 

800 m behind the 

 Australian, the 

Frenchman Albin 

Lesmusiaux, running 

with white gloves, 

was third in the 

1500 m.
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arousing the spectator interest here. And if I can manage 
to pull it off I shall be quite prepared to return from the 
running [illegible]. The stamps on this envelope are 
worth keeping as they form part of a set which has been 
issued specifically for the Games & which will be in the 
[illegible] in a month or two.

There are many things which I should like too 
write about but I must [illegible] details until I can 
communicate them in person.

And, now with love to Ray and yourself 
Affectionately   
Ted
   Saturday, 
   April 18th, 1896*

My dear Father
As you will see by the above address I have left Athens 

and am now on my way back to London where I shall 
arrive towards the end of next week.

I think if I remember righty my last letter was 
completed on the Thursday morning before the final of 
the 800 metres which I had no difficulty in winning. As 
soon as it was decided I dressed and then drove from 
Marathon to Athens on the Friday.

It took us over four hours to drive and I did not much 
like to idea of having to run over the same road on the 
morrow.

I spent the night at the house of the Greek where 
I was very comfortable and at two o'clock on the Friday 
afternoon we were started on our long journey. The 
distance is 40 kilometres equal to 25 English miles.

The excitement which had been worked up over this 
event was simply extraordinary and the Greeks were very 
anxious to win it. They were all in a mortal funk of me 
and also of the Americans. In the morning I believe a 
service was held in the Marathon Church when special 
prayers were offered update a Greek might win. Most of 
the competitors took the sacrament before they started.

As soon as we got away several of the runners went off 
fairly fast and soon established a lead. A Frenchman was 
the most prominent. I had made up my mind not to force 
the pace but run with the Greeks and remain with them 
until about four kilometres from home when I hoped 
I would be able to make running as I had more pace than 
any of them. I must tell you that the Greeks had been 
training over this road for the last month or two and 
we're all very fit. Several of them including the winner 
are accustomed to walk 20 or 30 kilometres a day along 
these roads. For the first 20 kilos the road is all more or 
less uphill and after that downhill to Athens.

I was running about sixth for the first 7 or 8 kilos when 
I began to move up a little as I saw that the Frenchman 
was establishing a long lead. At about the 10th was 

second with the Frenchman out of sight. For the first 
portion of the journey the road is straight and after it 
winds about in the hills.

At the 20 kilos the Frenchman was leading me by 3 
minutes and the American was about 50 yards behind 
me. The latter gave in very shortly afterwards.  I had some 
refreshment awaiting me here but I did not take any. After 
this I put on more pace as I thought that I ought to catch 
the Frenchman as soon as possible. At the 25 post I had 
gained on him. There I had some issue of cold water but 
did not stop running and drank it as I went along. 

About the 30 kilo post I caught the Frenchman and 
passed him. He very soon gave up, I saw that he was 
about run out when I passed him. I then began to feel 
rather done myself and I had the feeling that I should 
not be able to finish. I felt fairly well except for my legs 
which I feared would fail to carry me through.

However, I kept going because a friend who was riding 
near me on a bicycle said that I must win if I could only 
keep going as there was no one in sight. I managed to 
struggle on to the 34 kilo post when I felt that I should 
not be able to go another kilo as I had no feeling in my 
legs whatever at this time.

Just as I was on the point of giving in a Greek came past 
me looking very fresh and running well. I staggered for 
another 100 yards rolling about from one side of the road 
to another then stopped as I should have fallen if I had 
gone any further. I got into the carriage and was driven 
to the stadium which was packed to overflowing with 
people. All along the roads there were crowds of people. 
I think that almost every house and building in Athens 

*) No location stated, but probably from the port of Patras, on the 
Peloponnese.

Arrival of Spiridon 

Louis at the finish of 

the Marathon race. 

The field was led 

 early by Lermusiaux. 

Flack took the lead 

at 30 kilometres, 

but was passed by 

Louis at 34 km and 

 collapsed at the 

37 km mark.
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must have been locked up and their occupants present 
to see the finish. I know that there was not a single 
person left in the leading hotel the whole place having 
been locked up.  

Of course I should like to have won very much but 
everyone said it was better to turn out as it did because 
the Greeks has so set their minds on winning this event 
that if a Greek had not pulled it off there was no saying 
what might not have happened.

When the news was brought in that I was leading the 
crowd was much upset and black guarded the man for 
bringing such bad news when however they heard that 
a Greek was leading and that I had given in a change 
came over the scene and when he came into the stadium 
he received a tremendous reception. People rushed and 
kissed him and if his friends had not surrounded him 
and whisked him away he would have been half killed.

I do not wish to reproach the group for being as anxious 
to win this race because I think they deserve it as they had 
been defeated in almost every other event.

They were always very generous with their applause 
and right through the games they behaved in the most 
commendable manner.

I have no complaint to make against the Greeks in their 
games and consider that the greatest credit is due to the 
management for the manner in which the arrangements 
were conducted. It has to be remembered that this is the 
first occasion on which they have held anything of this 
kind. Of course I saw that there was room for improvement 
in several ways but then I think that allowances ought to 
be made for inexperience.

In a great measure the success of the games is due to 
the manner in which the three Princes have identified 
themselves in everything connected with them. Prince 
George who is a splendid man acted as judge right 
through the games and made himself most popular 
with all the competitors as he had a kind word for one 
and all. He stands about 6'3 and weighs just on 18 
stone and is about 24 years old. I have seen a great of 
the Princes during the last few days. Prince George and 
Prince Nicholas both presented me with an old coin 

Lap of honour for 

the medallists at 

the end of the victory 

ceremony. At the 

front the Greek 

 marathon winner 

Spiridon Louis.

Photo: Albert Meyer

The last page of the 

letter of 4th April 
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 especially hard to 

transcribe. Flack 
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Price,  Waterhouse & 
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leave.
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as a momento of the games. I am very proud of them 
more especially as I have not heard that they conferred 
similar honour of any of the others. Prince Nicholas was 
very kind to me when I came in from the Marathon as 
he walked up to the dressing room with me and sent off 
for an egg and brandy and waited about to see that I got 
everything that I wanted.  

There are so many things that I should like to write 
about but it would take me days almost to write a 
detailed account of my last week in Athens. I should 
never forget it. They have made a tremendous fuss of 
me. I don't why they should have singled me out but 
they have although I say it myself. They tell me that 
I have become the lion of Athens. I could not go down 
the street without having a small crowd of people 
following me on all sides. I could hear people talk Greek 
and hear my name mentioned. Of course you will not 
repeat what I have said as I should not like it known that 
I have written as I have although it is quite true.

On Sunday all the Athletes were entertained at a 
dejuinere at the Palace by the King and Princes it was a 
great success and I had the honour of being presented to 
the King. 

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday were 
taken up with discussions, dinners, receptions, dances 
and picnics at several of which the Princes were 
present.

On Wednesday morning the prizes were presented by 
the King in the presence of about 50,000 people and 
the victors received a great reception. The prizes were 
all the same except that in some events extra prizes had 
been presented by outside people. First of all there was 

a branch of olive, a very large and fine diploma and a 
handsome silver medal.

Yesterday morning I left Athens with the Americans and 
other athletes and all along the line and every station 
there was a crowd of people waiting to see us as they had 
heard that we were coming through. 

When we arrived here we found a tremendous crowd 
awaiting us with two brass bands with the American, 
Greek and English flags. The other representatives had 
been ignored.  The Americans had made themselves 
very popular with everyone. I think the whole of the 
Patras must have turned out to receive us. The town was 
illuminated. I stayed last night with the British Consul 
who is a very nice man. I leave this evening for London. 
I must now conclude as my friends are awaiting.

With best love to Ray and yourself believe me
Y.A. Son
Ted.

Please note: The Edwin Flack letters to his father were originally 

transcribed by Ian Jobling in January 1982 from a photocopy of the 

hand-written letters made available to him by Mr. Julius ('Judy') 

Patching, Australian Olympic Federation AOF – now known as the 

AOC – Australian Olympic Committee. Dr. Jobling re-typed that 

transcription, with some amendments in October 2017 to make it 

available as an electronic document for publication in the ISOH 

Journal of Olympic History in 2018. Further information is 

available from: Dr. Ian Jobling, Honorary Associate Professor, School 

of Human Movement and Nutrition Studies, University of Queens-

land and Honorary Director, Queensland Centre of Olympic Studies, 

Queensland Olympic Council, Email: i.jobling@uq.edu.au

The Princes and the 

Olympians in Daphni. 

Edwin Flack (x) sits 

on the right in the 

second row behind 

architect Metaxas, 

left behind Crown 

Prince Konstantin. 

Top left on the right 

Thomas Burke, 100 

and 400 m champion, 

can be recognised. 

In the centre: 

 Spiridon Louis, on his 

right hurdler Thomas 

 Curtis and Prince 

Nikolaos. Behind 

Curtis we see Prince 

George. On his left: 

Robert Garrett, 

 winner in shot putt 

and discus.
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